Opening Paradise Within
Experience first hand how it feels to open your paradise within, unite heaven and earth in your heart and
share your unique experience in a space of high vibration and co-creation. This event has already been
facilitated by Eunjung, Yves and others at many places including Ashland, Denver, Maui, Kauai, Ojaj and
London.
During this activation and channeling event, participants will first see amazing pictures of light orbs and
beings of light showing up in nature (rocks, water or through the sun rays). These pictures were taken by
Eunjung and Yves at sacred sites around the world. By gazing at and connecting with these light orbs,
participants will receive powerful codes of awakening.
After the slide show, Eunjung will facilitate an activation of your cosmic heart through her language of
light and then channel powerful beings of light such as Rainbow Goddesses Shantara and Goddess of
Abundance Shamalia who will help you open your heart portal into the paradise within. There will be other
magical beings of light such as the powerful cosmic force of Golden Dragon and Rainbow Serpent who help
to co-create and express the New Earth with Divine Wisdom, Love and Compassion.
Eunjung’s activation and channeling is accompanied by Yves music for sound healing and his sharing of
individual energy transmissions for participants. Depending on where the event is offered, an extended
version can also be offered with the addition of live performances of a sound healer or a musician. At the
end, a closing circle is held, where everyone can share about their very own experiences.

Eunjung and Yves help planetary healers and conscious trail-blazers to activate their divine imagination, live life
magically, and share their gifts with the world using their multi-dimensional tool kits. They have travelled to more
than 30 countries to facilitate workshops and ceremonies.
www.latriaterranova.com & www.yvesnager.com

